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Recently there has been much interest in multiple harmonic series
1
z i , i , . . . , i s . 1 2 k i i i1 2 kn n ??? n1 2 kn )n ) ??? )n G11 2 k
 .which converge when the exponents i are positive integers and i ) 1 , alsoj 1
known as multiple zeta values or EulerrZagier sums. Starting with the noncommu-
 :tative polynomial algebra Q x, y , we define a second multiplication which is
commutative and associative, and call the resulting structure the harmonic algebra
h. As a graded commutative algebra, h turns out to be a free polynomial algebra
with the number of generators in degree n given by the Witt formula for the
 .number N n of basis elements of degree n in the free Lie algebra on two
generators. Multiple harmonic series can be thought of as images under a map
z : h 0 ª R which is a homomorphism with respect to the commutative multiplica-
tion, where h 0 is an appropriate subalgebra of h. If we call i q ??? qi the weight1 k
 .  .  .of the series z i , . . . , i , then for n ) 1 there are at most N n series of weight1 k
n that are irreducible in the sense that they are not sums of rational multiples of
products of multiple harmonic series of lower weight. In fact, our approach gives
an explicit set of ``algebraically'' irreducible multiple harmonic series. We also
show that there is a subalgebra h 0 ; h1 ; h related to the shuffle algebra which
contains the algebra S of symmetric functions: in fact, z maps the elements of
0  .S l h to algebraic combinations of zeta values z i , for integer i G 2. The map z
is not injective; we show how several results about multiple harmonic series can be
recast as statements about the kernel of z , and propose some conjectures on the
structure of the algebra h 0rker z . Q 1997 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
 .For positive integers i , i , . . . , i with i ) 1, let z i , i , . . . , i denote1 2 k 1 1 2 k
the k-fold infinite series
1
. i i i1 2 kn n ??? n1 2 kn )n ) ??? )n G11 2 k
w xThis convergent series, which was called a multiple harmonic series in 8
  ..and denoted there by A i , . . . , i , has also been referred to as a1 k
w x w xmultiple zeta value 16 or EulerrZagier sum 3 . We shall call k the
length of such a series, and i q i q ??? qi its weight. Multiple harmonic1 2 k
w x w xseries of length 2 were first studied by Euler 6 . As noted in 8 , these
series appear to satisfy several striking relations, like the ``sum conjecture''
z i , . . . , i s z n .  . 1 k
i q ??? qi sn1 k
i )11
 .   ..and the ``duality conjecture'' z i , . . . , i s z t i , . . . , i , where t is a1 k 1 k
 w x .certain involution on sequences see 8 or Section 6 below . Proofs of the
w x w xsum conjecture have recently been given by Granville 7 and Zagier 17 ,
while the duality conjecture turns out to be an immediate consequence of
 .the representation due to Kontsevich of multiple harmonic series as
 w x .iterated integrals see 9, 10, 16 and Sect. 6 .
Instead of proving particular relations, one can try to describe the
relations among the multiple harmonic series in a global way. Our ap-
proach is to consider the algebraic structure arising from multiplication of
 .  .  .  .  .  .series, e.g., z 2 z 2, 1 s 2z 2, 2, 1 q z 2, 1, 2 q z 4, 1 q z 2, 3 . In Sec-
tion 2 we introduce the harmonic algebra h to formalize this algebraic
 .structure. We prove that h with its commutative multiplication is a
graded polynomial algebra on infinitely many generators, with the number
of generators in degree n given by the Witt formula
1 n
dN n s m 2 , .   /n dd¬n
where the sum is over divisors d of n and m is the Mobius function. AsÈ
shown in Section 4, multiple harmonic series can be thought of as images
under a homomorphism z : h 0 ª R, where h 0 is the subalgebra of h
generated by the polynomial generators of degree greater than 1. It follows
 .that, for n ) 1, there are at most N n multiple harmonic series of weight
n that are irreducible in the sense that they are not sums of rational
multiples of products of multiple harmonic series of lower weight.
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On the way to showing z : h 0 ª R is a homomorphism, we study in
Section 3 a larger subalgebra h1 of the harmonic algebra. It turns out that
1 w xh is isomorphic to the algebra of quasi-symmetric functions 15, 12 ; it is
closely related to the shuffle algebra, and contains the algebra of symmet-
ric functions. In Section 5 we extend z to a homomorphism h1 ª R, and
use this extension to prove a result about generating functions.
 .The number N n as given above is certainly an overestimate of the
number of irreducible multiple harmonic series of weight n: in fact,
w xBroadhurst and Kreimer 5 conjecture that this number is given by
1 n
M n s m P , .  d /n dd¬n
where P is the mth Perrin number, i.e., P s 0, P s 2, P s 3, andm 1 2 3
 .  .P s P q P for n ) 3. It is easy to see that M n F N n , and forn ny2 ny3
 .  .all n ) 2 the inequality is strict: for example, N 6 s 9 while M 6 s 0.
This is because h 0 has only the ``algebraic'' relations between multiple
harmonic series: duality and other relations are in some sense ``nonalge-
 .braic'' i.e., they must involve a limiting process in some essential way .
These nonalgebraic relations make up the kernel of the homomorphism
z : h 0 ª R. We can recast the problem of determining relations between
multiple harmonic series as the study of the algebra h 0rker z . In Section 6
we discuss some relations due to the noninjectivity of z , and make some
conjectures about h 0rker z that imply the one of Broadhurst and Kreimer
mentioned above.
2. THE HARMONIC ALGEBRA
 :We begin with the noncommutative polynomial algebra Q x, y . We
 .refer to monomials in x and y as words 1 is the empty word . For any
 . < <word w, let l w be the number of times y appears, and let w be the total
< 2 3 <  2 3 .number of factors. Thus x y xy s 7 and l x y xy s 4. Now define a
 :new multiplication ) on Q x, y by requiring that it be distributive over
the addition and that it satisfy the following rules:
A1. for any word w, 1)w s w)1 s w;
A2. for any word w and positive integer p, x p )w s w) x p s wx p;
A3. for any words w and w and nonnegative integers p and q,1 2
x p yw ) x q yw s x p y w ) x q yw q x pqqq1 y w )w . .1 2 1 2 1 2
q x q y x p yw )w . .1 2
 p  p .Here we write, e.g., x yw )w rather than x yw )w to minimize1 2 1 2
.  .parentheses. Note that A3 allows the )-product of any pair of words to
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be computed inductively, since each of the )-products on the right-hand
side involves fewer factors of y than the )-product on the left-hand side.
Using these rules the reader may verify that x) x s x 2, x) y s y) x s yx,
and y) y s 2 y2 q xy. The next result gives the basic algebraic properties
of the )-product.
THEOREM 2.1. The operation ) is commutati¨ e and associati¨ e.
 .Proof. To show w )w s w )w , proceed by induction on l w q1 2 2 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .l w : rules A1 and A2 prove it if l w q l w F 1, and for the2 1 2
 .  .  .induction step use A3 . Similarly, to show w ) w )w s w )w )w ,1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  .  .  .induct on l w q l w q l w . The result is immediate from A2 if1 2 3
 .  .  .l w q l w q l w s 0. For the induction step there are several cases1 2 3
 .to check, but the main one is this: from A3 we can write
a  b c .x yw ) x yw ) x yw as1 2 3
x a y w ) x b y w ) x c yw q x aqbq1 y w ) w ) x c yw .  . . .1 2 3 1 2 3
q x b y x a yw ) w ) x c yw q x a y w ) x bqcq1 y w )w . . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
q x aqbqcq2 y w ) w )w q x bqcq1 y x a yw ) w )w .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
q x a y w ) x c y x b yw )w q x aqcq1 y w ) x b yw )w .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
q x c y x a yw ) x b yw )w , . .1 2 3
 a b . cand x yw ) x yw ) x yw as1 2 3
x a y w ) x b yw ) x c yw q x aqcq1 y w ) x b yw )w .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
q x c y x a y w ) x b yw )w q x aqbq1 y w )w ) x c yw . . . .1 2 3 1 2 3
q x aqbqcq2 y w )w )w q x c y x aqbq1 y w )w )w .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
q x b y x a yw )w ) x c yw q x bqcq1 y x a yw )w )w .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
q x c y x b y x a yw )w )w . . .1 2 3
Subtracting and using the induction hypothesis, the difference of these
sums is
x a y w ) x b y w ) x c yw q x a y w ) x bqcq1 y w )w . . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
q x a y w ) x c y x b yw )w q x c y x a yw ) x b yw )w .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
y x a y w ) x b yw ) x c yw y x c y x a y w ) x b yw )w .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
y x c y x aqbq1 y w )w )w y x c y x b y x a yw )w )w . .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
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 .  .But rule A3 and distributivity says this is
x a y w ) x b yw ) x c yw q x c y x a yw ) x b yw )w .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
y x a y w ) x b yw ) x c yw y x c y x a yw ) x b yw )w , .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
which is zero by the induction hypothesis.
 :We refer to Q x, y with its two multiplications as the harmonic algebra
h. If we assign x and y degree 1, then h becomes a graded algebra for
either multiplication. That is, if h is the set of linear combinations ofn
< <words w with w s n, then h h ; h and h )h ; h . For eachn m nqm n m nqm
n, h is evidently the vector space over Q with the 2 n noncommutativen
monomials in x and y as basis; this means that the Poincare series of h isÂ
` ` 1
n n ndim h t s 2 t s . . Q n 1 y 2 tns0 ns0
 .We now turn to the study of the commutative ring h , q, ) . There is a
total order on the words of h , defined as follows. If u and ¨ are words
with ¨ nonempty, set u - u¨ . If u s w xw and ¨ s w yw , for any words1 2 1 3
w , w , and w , set u - ¨ . The words of degree at most 3 are thus ordered1 2 3
as follows:
1 - x - x 2 - x 3 - x 2 y - xy - xyx - xy2
- y - yx - yx 2 - yxy - y2 - y2 x - y3.
 .For any nonzero element a g h , let LW a denote the largest word whose
coefficient in a is nonzero. The next result describes how the order
behaves with respect to the )-product.
LEMMA 2.2. Let u, ¨ be words of h with u - ¨ . For any word w,
 .  .LW u)w - LW ¨ )w .
 .  .Proof. We proceed by induction on l w q l ¨ . The conclusion is
 .  .   .  . .immediate if either l w s 0 or l ¨ s 0 since l ¨ s 0 implies l u s 0 .
 .  .Now assume l w , l ¨ G 1. Then we can write
¨ )w s x q y ¨ X )w q x qq rq1 y ¨ X )wX q x r y ¨ )wX .  .  .
q X r X  . pfor ¨ s x y¨ , w s x yw . If l u s 0, then u s x and
u)w s wx p s x r ywX x p s x r y u)wX . .
 X.  X.  .By the induction hypothesis LW ¨ )w ) LW u)w , so LW ¨ )w )
 .  . p XLW u)w and we are done. Suppose now l u G 1, so that u s x yu .
Then
u)w s x p y uX )w q x pq rq1 y uX )wX q x r y u)wX . .  .  .
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 . p  X . r  X.Now LW u)w must come from either x y u )w or x y u)w , and
 .similarly for LW ¨ ) w . Necessarily p G q. If p ) q, then
 p  X ..  q  X ..LW x y u )w - LW x y ¨ )w is immediate; otherwise, it follows
 r  X ..from the induction hypothesis. On the other hand, LW x y u)w -
 r  X..LW x y ¨ )w also follows from the induction hypothesis.
 .At this point it is easy to show that the ring h , q, ) is an integral
domain, since for any nonzero elements a, b g h it follows from Lemma
  .  .. 2.2 that the coefficient of LW LW a ) LW b in a) b is nonzero and
 .   .  ...LW a) b s LW LW a ) LW b . We will prove a much stronger result
 .Theorem 2.6 below after developing some more technical machinery.
w xFollowing 15 , we say a word w / 1 of h is a Lyndon word if w - ¨ for
any nontrivial factorization w s u¨ . It follows immediately from the defini-
tion that the only Lyndon word ending in x is x itself, that the only
Lyndon word beginning with y is y itself, and that w n with n ) 1 is never
a Lyndon word.
LEMMA 2.3. Let u be a Lyndon word.
 .  . 21 LW u)u s u .
 .  .2 For any word ¨ - u, LW u)¨ s u¨ .
 .  n .3 For any nonnegati¨ e integer n and word ¨ F u, LW u)u ¨ s
unq1¨ .
Proof. If u / x, we can write u s x p1 yx p2 y ??? x pk y for nonnegative
integers p , p , . . . , p ; since u is a Lyndon word, each p F p . For1 2 k i 1
 i. p1 pi  i.  k . .  .1 F i F k, define u by u s x y ??? x yu of course u s 1 . For 2
q1 qi  i.  .we write similarly ¨ s x y ??? x y¨ for i F l ¨ .
 .Now we turn to 1 . Since u is Lyndon, there is some i ) 1 with p - p :i 1
 .choose the smallest such i. Then after i applications of A3 to u)u, the
p1 pi   i. .largest word evidently comes from x y ??? x y u )u . If i - k, we have
u i. ) u and there is a smallest j so that p / p ; necessarily p - p .iq j j iqj j
 . p1 pi   i. .  .Apply A3 j times to x y ??? x y u )u to conclude that LW u)u
p1 piq j   iqj. .must come from x y ??? x y u )u . Continuing in this way, we see
 . p1 pk  k . . 2that LW u)u must come from x y ??? x y u )u s u .
 .  .Now we turn to 2 . After k applications of A3 to u)¨ , see that
 . k m1 m2LW u)¨ must come from one of 2 terms of the form x yx y ???
m k   i. kyi..x y u )¨ . Now each of these terms is dominated by a term
n1 n2 nk   i. kyi..x yx y ??? x y u )¨ , where the sequence n , n , . . . , n is ob-1 2 k
tained from m , m , . . . , m by substituting p for any q . But the argu-1 2 k j j
ment of the preceding paragraph shows that the set of terms x n1 y ???
nk   i. kyi.. p1 pk  k . .x y u )¨ is strictly dominated by x y ??? x y u )¨ s u¨
 .which actually occurs in the expansion of u)¨ .
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 .  .Finally, we prove 3 by induction on n. The case n s 0 follows from 1
 .  .and 2 . Now suppose n G 1 and apply the argument used to prove 1 to
n  n .  n .u)u ¨ : the result is that LW u)u ¨ must come from either u 1)u ¨
nq1  ny1 .  ny1 . ns u ¨ or from u u)u ¨ . But LW u)u ¨ s u ¨ by the induc-
  ny1 .. nq1tion hypothesis, so LW u u)u ¨ s u ¨ and the conclusion follows.
THEOREM 2.4. If w G w G ??? G w is a decreasing sequence of Lyn-1 2 k
 .don words, then LW w )w ) ??? )w s w w ??? w .1 2 k 1 2 k
Proof. We proceed by induction on k, using the lemmas. Suppose the
result has been proved for lengths less than k; there are two cases. If
 .w ) w then since the w are Lyndon w ) w w ??? w : apply the1 2 i 1 2 3 k
 .induction hypothesis together with Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 2 to get
LW w )w ) ??? )w s LW w )w w ??? w s w w ??? w . .  .1 2 k 1 2 3 k 1 2 k
If w s w , then w w ??? w is of the form w n¨ for ¨ - w , so we can1 2 2 3 k 1 1
 .apply the induction hypothesis together with Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 3 to
obtain the conclusion.
w xFrom Chapters 4 and 5 of 15 we have the following facts.
 .PROPOSITION 2.5. 1 Any word w has a unique decreasing factorization
into Lyndon words.
 .2 The number of Lyndon words of degree n is gi¨ en by
1 n
dN n s 2 m , .   /n dd¬n
  .  .where m is the Mobius function i.e., m 1 s 1, m m s 0 if m is di¨ isible byÈ
 .  .nthe square of a prime, and m m s y1 if m is the product of n distinct
.primes .
We are now ready to prove our main result.
THEOREM 2.6. As a commutati¨ e algebra, h is the free polynomial algebra
on the Lyndon words.
Proof. First we show that the Lyndon words generate h. Let w be any
 .word of h. By 2.5 1 it admits a decreasing factorization w s w w ??? w1 2 k
into Lyndon words w . Then it follows from Theorem 2.4 that there is somei
c g Q so that w y cw )w ) ??? )w consists of words smaller than w.1 2 k
Applying this procedure recursively, we obtain an expression for w in
terms of )-products of Lyndon words since the number of words of degree
< <w is finite.
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Let A be the free polynomial algebra with one generator for each
Lyndon word. By the preceding paragraph A maps onto h. Now A has
Poincare seriesÂ
1
, .N 2 .N 1 21 y t 1 y t ??? .  .
 .  .where N i is given by 2.5 2 . But
1 1
s , .N 2 .N 1 2 1 y 2 t1 y t 1 y t ??? .  .
as follows by taking logarithmic derivatives and applying the MobiusÈ
 w x.inversion formula cf. 15, Corollary 4.14 . Since the right-hand side is the
Poincare series of h , A must map isomorphically onto h.Â
There are two subalgebras of h that will be important in the sequel:
h1 s Q1 q h y, and h 0 s Q1 q xh y ; h1. It is easy to check that both are
closed under the )-product. Note that the ideal x)h is just h x by rule
 . 1A2 , and we have the decomposition h s h x [ h .
3. THE SUBALGEBRA h1 AND THE ALGEBRA OF
SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
Ignoring for a moment the )-product, we can think of h1 as the
noncommutative polynomial algebra on the generators z s x py1 y, p sp
1, 2, . . . . Note that the function l applied to a word in h1 gives its length in
terms of the generators z . Further, in defining the )-product on h1, rulep
 . 1A2 of the previous section never comes into play. Thus, on h the
)-product is specified by the rules
B1. for any word w, w)1 s 1)w s w; and
B2. for any words w and w and positive integers p, q.1 2
z w ) z w s z w ) z w q z w )w q z z w )w . .  .  .p 1 q 2 p 1 q 2 pqq 1 2 q p 1 2
Note that these rules differ from those defining the shuffle product on
 :  w x.Q z , z , . . . see, e.g., 15 only in the presence of the middle term on1 2
 . 1 < <the right-hand side of B2 . The grading on h is given by z s p.p
Every Lyndon word of h except x is in h1. When written in terms of the
z , a word of h1 is a Lyndon word exactly when it satisfies the Lyndonp
 .condition i.e., w s u¨ with u, ¨ / 1 implies w - ¨ provided we order the
z so that z - z if and only if i ) j.i i j
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From Theorem 2.6 and the remarks at the end of Section 2 we have the
following result.
THEOREM 3.1. As a commutati¨ e algebra, h1 is the polynomial algebra on
the Lyndon words except x.
1 w xNow fix a positive integer n. We define a map f : h ª Q t , t , . . . , tn 1 2 n
1 w xas follows. Let f send 1 g h to 1 g Q t , . . . , t and any nonempty wordn 1 n
w s z z ??? z to the polynomiali i i1 2 k
t i1 t i2 ??? t ik n n n1 2 k
nGn )n ) ??? )n G11 2 k
 . 1if k ) n, the sum is empty and we assign it the value 0 . Extend f to hn
w x < <by linearity. If we make Q t , . . . , t a graded algebra by setting t s 1,1 n i
then f preserves the grading. Also, it is immediate from the definitionn
that
f z w s t p f w ) .  .  .n p m my1
nGm)1
for any nonempty word w.
1 w xTHEOREM 3.2. For any n, f : h ª Q t , . . . , t is a homomorphism ofn 1 n
 1 .graded algebras with multiplication in h gi¨ en by the )-product .
 .  .  .Proof. It is enough to show f w )w s f w f w for wordsn 1 2 n 1 n 2
 .  .w , w . We proceed by induction on l w q l w . If either w or w is1 2 1 2 1 2
the identity the conclusion is immediate, so we can assume w s z wX and1 p 1
X  .w s z w . Now B2 says2 q 2
f w )w s f z wX )w q f z wX )wX q f z w )wX . .  .  .  . .  .  .n 1 2 n p 1 2 n pqq 1 2 n q 1 2
On the other hand,
f w f w s t p t i1 ??? t iky 1 .  . n 1 n 2 n n n1 2 k
nGn ) ??? )n G11 k
= t q t j1 ??? t jly 1 , m m m1 1 l
nGm ) ??? )m G11 l
where wX s z ??? z and wX s z ??? z . Now the product on the1 i i 2 j j1 ky1 1 ly1
right-hand side has terms of three types. First there are those in which n1
 .is largest, giving by the induction hypothesis
t p f wX )w , . n n y1 1 21 1
nGn )11
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 .   X ..but by ) this is just f z w )w . Similarly, the terms in which m isn p 1 2 1
  X ..largest give f z w )w . Finally, terms in which n and m coinciden q 1 2 1 1
  X X ..give f z w )w .n pqq 1 2
w xThe symmetric group S acts on Q t , . . . , t by permuting the t , andn 1 n i
 . w xS nthe algebra S n s Q t , . . . , t of invariants is itself a polynomial1 n
algebra. We can take as generators either the elementary symmetric
functions
e s t t ??? t s f y i , 1 F i F n , .i n n n n1 2 k
nGn )n ) ??? )n G11 2 k
or the power-sum symmetric functions
p s t i s f z , 1 F i F n. .i k n i
nGkG1
  .S n is also generated by the complete symmetric functions h , h , . . . , h :1 2 n
.h is the image under f of the sum of all the monomials of degree k. Letk n
l be a partition of k, i.e., a decreasing sequence l G l G ??? G l of1 2 l
positive integers such that l q ??? ql s k. Then the vector space of1 l
 .elements of degree k in S n has a basis consisting of the monomial
symmetric functions m , where l is a partition of k. The definition of ml l
  ..  .can be stated as m s f z l where z l is the symmetrization ofl n
 . 2 2z z ??? z , e.g., z 2, 1, 1 s z z q z z z q z z .l l l 1 2 1 2 1 2 11 2 l
PROPOSITION 3.3. The homomorphism f is injecti¨ e through degree n,n
 .and its image contains S n .
Proof. The first statement follows since, for distinct words w , w of h11 2
 .  .of degree F n, the polynomials f w and f w are nonzero and haven 1 n 2
 .no common terms; the second is immediate since the e generate S n .i
We can remove the restriction on degree by taking algebraic limits. For
w x w xm G n, there is a restriction map r : Q t , . . . , t ª Q t , . . . , t thatm , n 1 m 1 n
sends t to t for 1 F i F n and t to zero for i ) n, and a similar mapi i i
 .  .r : S m ª S n . Form the inverse limits with respect to these restric-m , n
tion maps:
w xP s lim Q t , . . . , t and S s lim S n . .1 n¤ ¤
n n
The limits are taken in the category of graded algebras, so, e.g., P is not
ww xxthe formal power series algebra Q t , t , . . . : it includes only those formal1 2
.power series that are of bounded degree. Then S is the polynomial
 .algebra on the e thought of as infinite formal sums , or alternatively oni
 w x.the p for proofs see 11 . The homomorphisms f evidently commutei n
with the restriction maps, and thus define a homomorphism f : h1 ª P.
From Proposition 3.3 we have the following result.
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THEOREM 3.4. The homomorphism f is injecti¨ e, and its image contains
y1 .the algebra S of symmetric functions. Further, f S is generated as an
 .algebra under the )-multiplication by the z , and as a ¨ector space by thei
 .z l .
1   1.This result gives h as a subalgebra of P. The elements of f h are
w xthe ``quasi-symmetric functions'' as defined in 15, Ch. 9 , and it is proved
w xin 12 that the algebra of quasi-symmetric functions is a polynomial
. 1algebra. It also allows us to obtain algebraic results about h from known
w xfacts about S. For example, from 11, Sect. 1.6 we have
p p ??? p s L m ,l l l lm m1 2 l
m
for an invertible matrix L described explicitly there. Then in h1,
z ) z ) ??? ) z s L z m . .l l l lm1 2 l
m
y1 . 1We call f S the symmetric subalgebra of h : note that although it is
a subalgebra under the )-product, it is not closed under the noncommuta-
tive product. From Theorem 3.4 it follows that the symmetric subalgebra
contains all powers z p.i
4. THE SUBALGEBRA h 0 AND MULTIPLE HARMONIC SERIES
Putting aside the )-product, we can think of h 0 as the noncommutative
polynomial algebra on generators ¨ s x p y q, p, q G 1. In terms of thep, q
qy1 elements z defined in the previous section, ¨ s z z note that zm p, q pq1 1 1
0.is not an element of h .
Every Lyndon word of h is in h 0 with the exception of x and y, which
are respectively the smallest and largest Lyndon words of h. It is then
evident from Theorem 2.4 that h 0 is the subalgebra of h generated by the
Lyndon words other than x and y. Thus h 0 can be described as follows.
THEOREM 4.1. As a commutati¨ e algebra, h 0 is the polynomial algebra
on the Lyndon words of degree G 2.
Now define a map z : h 0 ª R as follows. Let z send 1 g h 0 to 1 g R,
any word w in h 0 ; h1 to
1 1
z w s lim f w 1, , . . . , , .  .n  /2 nnª`
0  .  .and extend z to h by linearity. Hence z z z ??? z is just z i , i , . . . , ii i i 1 2 k1 2 k
as defined in Section 1, and the limit defining it exists whenever i ) 1.1
Taking limits in Theorem 3.2 gives the following result.
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THEOREM 4.2. z : h 0 ª R is a homomorphism with respect to the )-
product.
Since every multiple harmonic series of weight n is the image under z of
0   .a word of h of degree n, we have a corollary recall N n is defined in
 ..Proposition 2.5 2 .
 .COROLLARY 4.3. For any n G 2, there are at most N n harmonic series
of weight n that are not sums of rational multiples of products of multiple
harmonic series of lower weight.
 .The ``irreducible'' series z i , i , . . . , i are those for which the corre-1 2 k
 .sponding word z z ??? z is a Lyndon word: thus the N 6 s 9 ``irre-i i i1 2 k
 .  .  .  .  .  .ducibles'' of weight 6 are z 6 , z 5, 1 , z 4, 2 , z 4, 1, 1 , z 3, 2, 1 , z 3, 1, 2 ,
 .  .  .z 3, 1, 1, 1 , z 2, 2, 1, 1 , and z 2, 1, 1, 1, 1 . As pointed out in the Introduc-
tion, these are irreducible only ``algebraically'': in fact, using the explicit
w xformulas of 13 and the duality theorem, it is easy to see that all these
 .  .quantities can be written in terms of z 2 and z 3 .
y1 . 0 y1 0. 0It is evident that f S l h s f S , where S is the subalgebra
of S generated by the power-sum symmetric functions p with i G 2.i
0  4Also, the vector space S has basis m ¬ l a partition of n without 1's .n l
 .Since for integer i G 2 the value z i of the usual Riemann zeta function
 .is just z z , we have the following result.i
y1 0.  .THEOREM 4.4. Let a g f S . Then z a is a sum of products of the
 .¨alues z i of the Riemann zeta function at positi¨ e integers i G 2.
 .  . y1 0.To find an explicit formula for z a , if a s  a z l g f S , re-l l
 . quires writing each z l in terms of )-products of the z or equivalentlyi
writing the corresponding m in terms of products of power-sum symmet-l
. w xric functions p . The explicit formula that 8, Theorem 2.2 gives fori
  ..z z l can be recognized as the inverse of the matrix L mentioned in the
preceding section. In the special case a s z p, explicit formulas can also bei
 w x.obtained via generating functions as in 3, 17 .
5. GENERATING FUNCTIONS
 m n.In this section we prove that, for positive integers m and n, z x y can
 .be written in terms of the zeta values z i , for integer i G 2. This result is
w x w xstated in 16 without proof, and proved via generating functions in 3, 17 .
We also use generating functions, though our proof is somewhat different.
1  . It is convenient to extend z to h by setting z y s g Euler's con-
. 1stant and requiring z : h ª R to be a )-homomorphism. For a formal
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 . i 1ww xxpower series F t s a t in h t , definei
z F t s z a t i. .  . .  i
If the right-hand series converges for sufficiently small values of t, we can
interpret it as a real-valued function. We have formal power series
H t s h t i , E t s e t i , P t s p t iy1 .  .  .  i i i
iG0 iG0 iG1
ww xx w xin S t . As shown in 11, Sect. 1.2 there are various relations among
 .  .y1 X .  .  .them, e.g., H yt s E t and H t rH t s P t . We can interpret
1ww xxeach of these series as an element of h t by identifying its coefficients
with their preimages under f. Then we have the following result.
< <   ..  .   ..THEOREM 5.1. For real t with t - 1, z H t s G 1 y t , z E t s
 .y1   ..  .G 1 q t , and z P t s yc 1 y t , where G is the gamma function and
c is its logarithmic deri¨ ati¨ e.
Proof. Given the relations among H, E, and P on one hand, and
between G and c on the other, it suffices to prove any one of these
equations. The last one says that
iy1 < <g q z i t s yc 1 y t , t - 1, .  .
iG2
and this can be found in any standard reference on the gamma function
 w x.e.g., 1 .
 m n.We now show that the generating function for the numbers z x y can
w xbe written in terms of the gamma function. For other proofs see 3, 17 .
< < < < < <THEOREM 5.2. If s, t are real numbers with s , t , s q t - 1, then
G 1 y s G 1 y t .  .
m n m ns t z x y s 1 y . .
G 1 y s y t .m , nG1
w xProof. From 8, Corollary 4.2 we have
1 1
m nz x y s . .  nm! k k ??? k k q ??? qk .k , . . . , k G1 1 2 m 1 m1 m
Thus
sm 1 t n
m n m ns t z x y s .    nm! k ??? k k q ??? qk .1 mm , nG1 mG1 k , . . . , k G1 nG1 1 m1 m
sm t
s . m! k ??? k k q ??? qk y t .1 m 1 mmG1 k , . . . , k G11 m
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w xNow from 14
`1 ay1m yz yzs z e 1 y e dz . Hk ??? k k q ??? qk q a . 01 m 1 mk , . . . , k G11 m
< <for a ) ym, so for t - 1 we have
m
`
m yzs t z e dz
m n m ns t z x y s .  H tq1yzm! 0 1 y e .m , nG1 mG1
myz
` te sz .
s dzH tq1yz m!0 1 y e . mG1
`
yz s z yse e y 1 z y 1 . 1
s t dz s t dz.H Htq1 tq1yz0 01 y e 1 y z .  .
From the usual formulas for the beta function, the latter integral is
G 1 y s tG yt G 1 tG yt .  .  .  .
tB 1 y s, yt y tB 1, yt s y .  .
G 1 y s y t G 1 y t .  .
G 1 y s G 1 y t .  .
s y q 1.
G 1 y s y t .
Putting 5.1 and 5.2 together, we have
H s H t .  .
m n m ns t z x y s z 1 y . .  /H s q t .m , nG1
X .  .  .Now from H t rH t s P t it follows that
p t i p t ii ip t1H t s exp s e exp , .  i iiG1 iG2
so the formal series
ii iH s H t s q t y s q t .  .  .
1 y s 1 y exp p iH s q t i . iG2
0ww xx  m n.  y1 0..is actually in S t . Hence z x y g z f S for all integers m, n
G 1, and the statement made at the beginning of this section follows from
 m n y1 0.Theorem 4.4 note x y f f S for n ) 1, so this involves the nonin-
. jectivity of z . It also follows since the generating function above is
.  m n.  n m.symmetric in s and t that z x y s z x y . This was proved directly
w x  .in 8 , and is a special case of the duality theorem 6.2 below .
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6. THE KERNEL OF z
Here we discuss some other relations between multiple harmonic series
that do not come from relations in h 0, in essence giving collections of
elements in the kernel of z : h 0 ª R. We then present some conjectures
on the structure of h 0rker z .
 .  .Let t : h ª h be the linear map defined by t x s y, t y s x, and
 .  .  .t w w s t w t w . Then t is an antiautomorphism with respect to the1 2 2 1
noncommutative multiplication, and t 2 is the identity. It is immediate that
<  . < < <   .. < <  .t w s w and l t w s w y l w for any word w of h. Note that t
0  1.  .restricts to an antiautomorphism of h but not of h : we have t ¨ sp, q
¨ for the generators ¨ defined in Section 4. The duality theorem forq, p p, q
 .multiple harmonic series i.e., z (t s z can be proved easily using the
 wrepresentation of multiple harmonic series by iterated integrals cf. 9, 10,
x.16 .
THEOREM 6.1. Let w s a a ??? a be a word in h 0, where each a is1 2 n i
either x or y. Then
dt dt dt1 t t 1 ny1 nn 2
z w s ??? ??? , . H H H A t A t A t .  .  .0 0 0 n 1 2 ny1 1 n
where
t if a s xiA t s .i  1 y t if a s y.i
w x 1Proof. Following 9, 10 , define for 0 - t - 1 a linear map L : h ª Rt
 .by L 1 s 1 andt
t n1
L z z ??? z s . t i i i i i i1 2 k 1 2 kn n ??? n1 2 kn )n ) ??? )n G11 2 k
 .  .  .L is not a )-homomorphism . Evidently lim L w s z w when w ist t ª 1 t
a word in h 0. Now for any word w s z ??? z in h1 and real numberi i1 k
0 - s - 1, it is easy to see that
s dt
L xw s L z z ??? z s L w .  .  .Hs s i q1 i i t1 2 k t0
and
s dt
L yw s L z z z ??? z s L w . .  .  .Hs s 1 i i i t1 2 k 1 y t0
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It follows that if 0 - s - 1 and w s a a ??? a is the factorization of w1 2 n
into x's and y's, then
s dt dt dtt t 1 ny1 nn 2L w s ??? ??? , . H H Hs A t A t A t .  .  .0 0 0 n 1 2 ny1 1 n
0  .where the A are defined as above. Provided w is in h i.e., that a s x ,i 1
we can take the limit as s ª 1 to obtain the conclusion.
COROLLARY 6.2. z (t s z on h 0.
0 < <  .Proof. For a word w of h with w s n, the iterated integral for z w
n  . n 4is over the set D s t , t , . . . , t g R ¬ 0 F t - t - ??? - t F 1 . The1 2 n 1 2 n
 .  . nmap f defined by f t , . . . , t s 1 y t , . . . , 1 y t takes D to itself and1 n n 1
has Jacobian 1; applying the change of variables formula using f, we see
 .   ..that the iterated integral for z w is equal to that for z t w .
One would hope that t takes Lyndon words to Lyndon words, but this is
not the case. The first counterexample is in degree 6: x 2 y2 xy is a Lyndon
 2 2 . 2 2word, but t x y xy s xyx y is not.
Another set of elements in the kernel of z comes from a key result of
w x8 , which can be restated much more transparently in terms of the
 .  .harmonic algebra. Define a linear map D : h ª h by setting D 1 s D x
 .s 0, D y s xy, and requiring D to be a derivation with respect to the
noncommutative multiplication. Then D s t Dt is also a derivation which
 .  .  . .can be characterized by D x s xy and D 1 s D y s 0 . Moreover, both
0 w xD and D restrict to derivations of h . Then 8, Theorem 5.1 can be
restated as follows.
THEOREM 6.3. For the deri¨ ations D and D defined abo¨e, z ( D s z ( D
on h 0.
The preceding results say that ker z contains all elements of the form
0 .  .  .a y t a and D a y D a , a g h . The set ker z contains many other
elements, of course. We can think of Euler's formula
2 n2p . ny1
z 2n s y1 B .  . 2 n2 2n ! .
as saying that
n ny124 y1 B .  . 2 n n2 ny1x y y xy * .
2 2n ! .
is in the kernel of z . This is equivalent to the statement that
6nn nxy y xy * .  .
2n q 1 ! .
 w x.is in the kernel see 8, Corollary 2.3; 10, Remark 3.4.1 .
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w xThe Granville]Zagier sum theorem 7, 17 says that for any positive
integers n G 2 and k - n, the element
x ny1 y y w
< <  .w sn , l w sk
is in the kernel of z , where the sum is extended over all words of h 0
satisfying the indicated conditions. We can state the Le]Murakami rela-
w x 0  .tion 10 in similar terms: for any word w of h , let L w be its length
when written in terms of the generators ¨ . Then for any positive integerp, q
k F n,
nyk 2n q 1n n  .l w2 jy1 xy 2 y 2 B y y1 w .  .  .  . 2 j /2 j
js0 < <  .w s2 n , L w sk
is in the kernel of z .
We conclude with some conjectures about h 0rker z . Let K ; ker z be
the set of linear combinations of homogeneous elements in ker z . If we let
p : h 0 ª h 0rK be the projection, we can factorize z as
p0 0 0h ª h rK ª h rker z .
Conjecture A. K s ker z .
Conjecture A seems very plausible: note that all the families of relations
mentioned above are homogeneous. But it seems unlikely to be proved
 .soon. It implies, for example, that z 2n q 1 is irrational for all positive
integers n.
The point in introducing K is that the quotient h 0rK is a graded
algebra under the )-multiplication but the noncommutative product is
.not defined .
0 Conjecture B. h rK is a polynomial algebra on the equivalence classes
.of some set of Lyndon words.
Like Conjecture A, Conjecture B is plausible given the known relations
 .2but is likely very hard to prove. It implies that z 3 is not a rational
 .3  . 3multiple of z 2 , and hence that z 3 is not a rational multiple of p .
0  .Let A ; h be the noncommutative subalgebra generated by xy s z2
and x 2 y s z , and let i : A ª h 0 be the inclusion. The composition3
pi : A ª h 0rK is a homomorphism of graded rational vector spaces.
Conjecture C. pi is surjective.
Note that Conjecture C asserts that any multiple harmonic series can be
written as a sum of rational multiples of multiple harmonic series of the
same weight specified by sequences containing only 2's and 3's or, by
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.duality, containing only 1's and 2's . Using duality together with relations
w xfrom 13, 4 , this conjecture can be verified for degrees F 7: for example,
16 93 24
z 3, 3, 1 s y z 3, 2, 2 q z 2, 3, 2 y z 2, 2, 3 . .  .  .  .
151 151 151
Using additional triple-series relations kindly supplied by Professor Bor-
w xwein 2 together with Theorem 6.3, the sum and duality theorems, and the
Le]Murakami relation, the author has verified Conjecture C for degree 8.
While it seems difficult to prove in general, Conjecture C appears more
tractable than Conjectures A and B: it is conceivable that enough series
relations could be found to devise an algorithm for reducing any multiple
harmonic series to one involving only 2's and 3's.
We note the following consequence of the conjectures.
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose Conjectures B and C are true. Then the number
 .  .of irreducible multiple harmonic series of weight n is at most M n , for M n
as defined in Section 1. If in addition Conjecture A holds, pi is an
 .isomorphism if and only if there are exactly M n irreducible harmonic series
of weight n for e¨ery n.
Proof. Since A is the noncommutative polynomial algebra generated
by z and z , it has Poincare seriesÂ2 3
` `1 1
ndim A t s s , . Q n 2 3  .M nn1 y t y t ns1 1 y t .ns0
where the latter equality follows by logarithmic differentiation and MobiusÈ
 .inversion as in the proof of 2.6 . Now Conjecture B implies that the
Poincare series of h 0rK isÂ
` 1
, ann1 y t .ns1
where a is the number of multiple harmonic series in weight n that aren
irreducible through homogeneous relations. Since pi is a surjection, a Fn
 .  .M n , and a s M n for all n exactly when pi is an isomorphism.n
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